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MAJOR CHORDS AND THE LYDIAN MODE

I will take the Lydian mode and use it as my template when generating the major chord 
voicings. This is mainly because the Lydian mode contains the raised 11th degree. (For those of 
you who are not yet familiar with the use of the 11th or 4th degree, the natural 11th is the only 
avoid note in a major chord since it is a half-step above the third and that creates a sonic clash)

Then, I will start by building down a major voicing starting on each note of the Lydian 
mode and using mostly the intervals specified above (trying to get away from the standard 
tertian harmony). 

Ex: If I want to build different Emaj7 voicings, I will take the E Lydian mode and voice down an E 
major chord from each one of the mode’s scale degrees.

The result will be a few different Emaj7 (#11) (or any combination of extensions from the 
Lydian mode) voicings with all the different Lydian mode scale degrees as their highest (melody)
note. In order to achieve the greatest level of fluidity throughout the entire range of the 
instrument and to be able to execute the desired voicings in any position available I will 
generate three different voicings to harmonize each and every single melody note. One will be 
the Central (build directly above the location of the melody note), one will be the Left 
Expansion (build to the left of the melody note) and the last one will be the Right Expansion
(build to the right of the selected melody note).

I will encourage each and every one of you to play around with this concept and find 
voicings that resonate with your inner muse since the possibilities of interval combination are 
vast. But, here in this book I will present the ones that I have discovered and identified with.

For the purpose of illustrating this I will take the E Lydian Mode and harmonize each of 
its scale degrees with the three types of voicings mentioned above: Central, Left Expansion, 
and Right Expansion, on all three string sets discussed earlier in the book. Follow me!
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E LYDIAN – 1ST STRING SET (HIGH E STRING TO D STRING)

MELODY NOTE: ROOT (SCALE DEGREE ONE)

Let me start by demonstrating the different ways in which I like to harmonize the root of 
a major chord on the first string set. Below you can see the three different types of voicings we 
can generate.

MELODY NOTE: 9TH (SCALE DEGREE TWO)

Next we move to the second note of the E Lydian mode (the note F#). Here are the three 
options of harmonizing the 9th degree of a major chord.
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MELODY NOTE: 3RD (SCALE DEGREE THREE)

Moving up through our mode we reach its third note (G#). Here are my three choices for 
harmonization of the third degree of a major chord.

MELODY NOTE: #11TH (SCALE DEGREE FOUR)

Now is time to harmonize the raised 11th (#11th) of a major chord. In our case that 
would be the note A# or, enharmonically Bb.
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MELODY NOTE: 5TH (SCALE DEGREE FIVE)

To harmonize the fifth degree of a major chord we follow the exact same procedure. 
Here are the choices which I like the best (Keep in mind that I’m trying to pick intervals like 
seconds, fourths, and sixths as much as possible in the construction of my voicings).

MELODY NOTE: 13TH (SCALE DEGREE SIX)

Here once again I try to generate different voicings that will harmonize the 13th degree
of a major chord using the various intervals mentioned earlier.  Below, you can see my favorite 
options.

MELODY NOTE: 7TH (SCALE DEGREE SEVEN)

Finally, we reach the last scale degree of our E Lydian mode and therefore, the last three 
voicings in the first string set to harmonize the leading tone (seventh degree) of our mode. 
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Have in mind that there are tons of other possibilities, but the ones presented here, are the 
ones that resonate the best to my ear.

The Right Extension voicing that harmonizes the seventh degree of a major chord 
shown above, can sometimes get too stretchy to execute comfortably in the first positions of 
the instrument because of its six frets span. Therefore, we can displace the lowest note of the 
voicing (scale degree nine - 9th) one octave lower to reduce the stretch.

HORIZONTAL VOICING MOVEMENT OF A MAJOR CHORD – 1 ST STRING SET

LEFT EXPANSION VOICINGS

Now that we have completed all of the three types of voicings (Left, Central, and Right 
Expansion) for each scale degree of the E Lydian mode, let’s put them in a horizontal order 
(harmonizing the scale/mode in ascending way). First we will walk up the E Lydian mode with 
the Left Expansion set of voicings.


